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I n the spring of 2011, after the reform of the pension and collective bar-

gaining systems, and faced with the first structural adjustment in the

history of the Spanish state, millions of people came together in indig-

nation, united with the cry “We are not the merchandise of politicians and

bankers.”1 This cry was amplified by networks like Facebook and Twitter,

which allow for the simultaneous interaction of hundreds, thousands, and

millions of people in real time, facilitating horizontal communication and

altering the traditional communication schema in which mass media are

the only broadcaster and the audience is limited to the role of content re-

ceiver, with little possibility of interaction or reply. May 15, 2011 ðor 15M,

as the movement is known in SpainÞ marked a turning point, making pos-

sible the logic of the hive and the open code, according to which millions

of people can narrate the same event from different perspectives, complet-

ing and even refusing the version articulated by the institutions and by

conventional media.

After May 15, the indignados occupied hundreds of squares and streets,

inaugurating a period of massive mobilization, struggle, resistance, disobe-

dience, and alternatives to austerity. On the eve of the municipal and re-

gional elections of May 22, 2011, millions of people of diverse ages, gen-

ders, classes, and origins came together to disobey the prohibition of the

Central Electoral Commission against mobilizations with the cry “You

don’t represent us.” With their bodies, they recovered the politics of the

Left and from below. In acts of civil disobedience, they resisted police
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1 The collective bargaining reform limited the role of labor unions in collective agree-

ments by allowing trade associations to increase the flexibility of labor, workday, and work-

place conditions. The pension system reform raised the period necessary to qualify for a pen-

sion from thirty-five to thirty-seven years, incorporated a sexist measure that compels women

to add up to two years for child care to their contribution period, and maintained other mea-

sures that favor the expulsion of women from the wage-earning labor market. Moreover, since

2011 a group of experts—whose members include only one woman and who have important

links to financial institutions and private health insurance companies—has furthered the extent

of the pension reform. In 2013, it was decided that retirement pensions will no longer be in-

creased in line with the Consumer Price Index. This measure penalizes the retired popula-

tion and puts the burden of the maintenance of the system—which should be sustained by

the state—on the contributions paid by workers.

Translated by Susana Galán and Miranda Outman-Kramer.
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efforts to evict protesters from the squares. On foot, walking with canes,

and in wheelchairs, they blocked the Catalan Parliament on June 15, 2011,

in an attempt to stop the first set of cutbacks in education, health care, and

social services. By taking to the streets, in hundreds of cities, they protested

the reformazo ða reform by decreeÞ of the constitution, which violated pop-

ular sovereignty and established a minimum percentage of public deficit in

compliance with the Stability and Growth Pact of the Eurozone.2

Almost two years later, with the ultraconservative government of the

Partido Popular governing with an absolute majority since November 20,

2011 ða day that coincides with the anniversary of dictator Francisco

Franco’s deathÞ, and at the height of the deployment of the shock doc-

trine—which came in the form of a tsunami of cutbacks and structural

adjustments ðlabor reform, cuts to public services and social rights, cuts in

equality policies and the fight against misogynist violence, the exclusion of

migrants from health care, the reform and hardening of the Penal CodeÞ—
the intelligent multitude of the squares has rearticulated itself in a com-

munity of struggles, with discourses, interventions, and proposals rooted

in diverse bodies and life conditions. These include green tides ðPlatform
of People Affected by MortgagesÞ, yellow tides ðeducationÞ, violet tides
ðequality and gender equityÞ, orange tides ðsocial servicesÞ, red tides ðcul-
tureÞ, garnet tides ðforcedmigration due the economic situationÞ, and even

black tides ðminingÞ; blocs of migrants demanding rights and documents

for everyone, femblocs ðfeminist blocsÞ, babyblocs ðblocs of babiesÞ, com-

mandos of caretakers, feminist pickets, bicipiquetes ðbike picketsÞ taking over

the two general strikes in 2012, motorized commandos of people with ill-

nesses and functional diversity, transmaricabolloputaintersexfeministas blocs

ðfeminists, sex workers, and people from throughout the LGBT commu-

nityÞ whose resistance “can’t be cut back,” Indignant Whores protesting

against police and administrative persecution, antirepressive rearguards,

iai@flautas ðgrandparentsÞ, cronicoflautas ðpeople with chronic illnessesÞ,
and so on.3

2 This reform was proposed by the then-ruling Socialist Party with the support of the

Partido Popular, under pressure from the European authorities. It was initiated in the middle

of the summer, to avoid public debate.
3 The term “iaio/a” colloquially means grandfather/grandmother ðin Spanish, the @ is

used in progressive/activist circles to refer simultaneously to the feminine and masculine form

of a wordÞ. The term “iai@flauta,” as well as “cronicoflauta,” was coined in response to sev-

eral conservative media dismissing the “indignados” as “perroflautas” ðperro 5 dog, flauta 5

fluteÞ, a term usually used to refer derogatorily to squatters and anarchists ðsome of whom

have dogs and play the flute on the streetsÞ. In this case, organized groups of elders have

reclaimed this term, referring to themselves as iai@flautas. ½Translator �
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“Up to the ovaries” with the International Monetary Fund

With the cry “The revolution will be feminist, or it will not be,” the fifteen

feminist, trans, and LGBT assemblies, commissions, and spaces that have

emerged around the May 15 movement situated a feminist vision at the

heart of their resistance to austerity, embodying their claims and proposals

in a body crisscrossed by inequalities of class, gender, ethnicity, sexual ori-

entation, age, and ability.4 Women—lesbian, bisexual, transsexual, trans-

gender, intersex, bisexual, gay, and queer—of diverse political and social

spaces and conditions named themselves and became visible as empowered

political subjects in the face of capitalist and patriarchal oppression. They

agreed on political manifestos that demand political, economic, and social

transformation based on gender, class, and ethnic justice and on direct de-

mocracy that prioritizes the lives of people and the planet over the accu-

mulation of capital. One of the contributions of this movement has been

to make visible the triple crisis in which we live—beyond the financial and

productive economy, in the sphere of environmental sustainability and the

social organization of domestic, reproductive, and care work and subsis-

tence agriculture, mostly carried out by women, that sustains the economic

pyramid—coupling the trap of debt and austerity with structural gender

inequalities. Since the Pact for the Euro in 2011, commissions linked to the

May 15 movement, like Feminismos Sol or the Gender Group of the Cit-

izens’ Debt Audit Platform ðComisión de Feminismos de la PACD 2013;

Comisión de Feminismos, n.d.Þ have denounced private and public debt,

the ecological debt, and the debt of care that centuries of heteropatriar-

chal capitalism owe to the planet and to women for sustaining the “real

economy.” Indignant feminists have also denounced the Spanish govern-

ment’s practice of charging women with the reproductive work that buffers

cutbacks in social spending, making their working conditions still more

precarious so that they will continue to assume the reproductive burden at

4 “Up to the ovaries” is a play on a colloquial expression in Spain: hasta los huevos ðup to

the ballsÞ, meaning “fed up, sick to death with something.” The feminist version would be

“up to the ovaries.” The groups that constituted the May 15 movement include Asamblea

Feminismos Sol in Madrid ðhttps://twitter.com/feminismos_solÞ, Asamblea Transmaricabollo

½LGBT � ðAsemblea Transmaricabollo del Sol 2012Þ, the Feminist Economy Group in Acampada

Sol ðhttp://lavapies.tomalosbarrios.netÞ, the Assembly of Indignant Feminists in Acampada

Barcelona ðhttps://twitter.com/feministesbcnÞ, Setas Feministas in Sevilla ðhttps://twitter.com
/SetasFeministasÞ, Feminismos inAcampadaObradoiro ðhttps://twitter.com/feminismogalizaÞ,
the Transfeminist Commission in Acampada Valencia, Bastard Feminists in Acampada Zaragoza,

15M Feminisms of Malaga ðhttps://twitter.com/Feminismos15MLGÞ, and the Feminist Com-

mission of Acampada Murcia ðACAMPADAMURCIA 2011Þ. There were also feminist inter-

ventions in Bilbao. Most of them were still active in 2012 and 2013. Some of these experiences

and manifestos are compiled in Grenzner et al. ð2012Þ.
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home, and implementing policies that violate their sexual and reproductive

rights, like the announced reform of the abortion law or the withdrawal of

assisted reproduction for single and lesbian women from the public health

care service.5

The draft Protection of the Conceived and the Rights of the Pregnant

Woman Bill was presented at the Ministers’ Council in December 20, 2013.

This bill threatens to return to a law that is even more restrictive than the

current Decriminalization of the Voluntary Interruption of Pregnancy Bill.

The Minister of Justice, Alberto Ruiz Gallardón, presented the draft bill as

virtually approved, but it is nothing more than another trial balloon to test

the reaction of the feminist movement, the secular medical community,

and society in general. The draft bill still has to undergo two decisions of

the General Council of the Judiciary and one of the State Council and to

be approved in Parliament.

As Sandra Ezquerra and other authors note, the new neoliberal turn

solves the accumulation crisis with a new closure of the commons ðhealth,
education, labor rights, knowledgeÞ that extends to the bodies of women,

where new lives are produced and reproduced:

If the state can externalize its responsibilities of care, it is because it

expects families ðmeaning womenÞ to take them over ðagainÞ. The
systemic crisis, that way, accelerates the crisis of social reproduction,

letting it fall on the backs of women, and provides the state with the

perfect excuse to avoid any kind of responsibility toward it. . . . The
increase of the total labor burden for women as a result of the eco-

nomic crisis and its political management, as well as the intensifica-

tion of their reproductive responsibilities, does not constitute a sim-

ple ðand supposedly inevitableÞ circumstantial collateral effect, but

rather responds to a politico-economic strategy to privatize repro-

duction for the sake of the survival of the “real” economy. We are

definitively facing a new closure of the commons or accumulation by

dispossession in the form of an updated reinforcement of the sexual

division of labor within the home without a parallel withdrawal of

5 “The cutbacks and reforms steal the lives of all of us, but the roles are distributed dif-

ferently depending on whether we are men, women, lesbians, transsexual, transgender, or

intersex. . . . Besides, if we have a skin color other than white or we migrate from a country

in the South, it is even worse. . . . The cutbacks in public health care and education, famil-

ial aid, cooperation, people in situations of exclusion, represent a bigger work burden for

women . . . and increase the feminization of poverty. . . . The labor reform, of pensions, of

collective bargaining . . . strive for the return of women to the home” ðFeministes Indignades

2012dÞ. See also Ezquerra ð2012Þ.
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women from the so-called productive economy. ðEzquerra 2012,

140, 144Þ

Beginning from a common paradigm and respecting diversity and dif-

ferences with regard to questions like sex work and the use of the veil, which

have generated friction in the movement over the past decades, the indig-

nant feminists are forging strategic and flexible alliances among themselves

and with other struggles and are making visible their resistances, proposals,

and alternatives to the neoliberal offensive with a diverse repertoire of ac-

tions and interventions in the public sphere.

The common axes of these actions include creativity, nonviolent direct

action, diversity, consensus, and inclusiveness, allowing for the participa-

tion of people of different ages, bodily functionality, and administrative

status and favoring the protection and care of the group. All of these were

apparent in the October 15, 2011, march in Barcelona, in which protesters

staged a “catwalk of exploitation” in front of Zara-Inditex against the dis-

torted body image it promotes and its abusive labor conditions for women,

girls, and boys; on June 19, 2011, and May 15, 2012, when protesters re-

cited spells against bankers and complicit politicians; in April 2011, when

protesters rejected police harassment of prostitutes on the streets of Bar-

celona together with the Indignant Whores; in protests explaining the ef-

fects of the reforms and structural adjustments on women and from a gen-

der perspective with talks, performances, and songs; in marches against

misogynist violence on November 25, 2012, in defiance of the prohibition

against public protests; and in the March 8 march for feminist and anti-

capitalist disobedience in Barcelona, when protesters asserted that “women

are not going to pay” for free public transportation and gender equity.

In February 2012, a violet tide brought together feminist assemblies

and platforms in fifty cities with a common agreement to reject the cutbacks

in policies of equality to fight against gender violence. The violet tide was

organized against “the patriarchal offensive of the conservative govern-

ments and the cutbacks of the autonomous and the central governments in

the budgets for the Policies of Equality, the Law of Personal Autonomy and

Attention to People in Situation of Dependency, and the Law of Sexual and

Reproductive Rights,” as well as “the dismantling of institutes for women in

the autonomous communities, and of subventions and resources in support

of gender equality and equity and in the fight against sexist violence” ðSin
Género de Dudas 2012Þ. Feminist assemblies linked to the May 15 move-

ment like Feministes Indignades in Catalonia supported it and also de-

nounced the cutbacks in equality carried out by the Socialist government

in its previous term in office.
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“Care strike, death to patriarchy!” The home and the field

take the street

In the two general strikes of March 29 and November 14, 2012, feminist

actions not only denounced the specific attack of the labor reform against

women, which dynamites equality and affirmative action in employment,

but also made visible the workers in precarious standing, domestic and sex

workers, undocumented immigrants, students, enslaved mothers and grand-

mothers, unrecognized farmers and herders, and retirees—who are invisible

in the productive statistics. Feminists took the domestic and private sphere

out to the streets, supporting strikes over consumption and care; brandished

aprons, formed feminist and care commandos and pickets in markets and

schoolhouse doors, marched in femblocs and babyblocs reclaiming the redis-

tribution of labor and the ethic of mutual responsibility in productive, re-

productive, caring, and community labor; and expropriated supermarkets

against the high cost of living and the businesses of agro-industry and large

department stores.6 Other actions, like the ecofeminist bicycle feast/flash-

mobs inMadrid reclaimed the communal management of natural resources

and the care for human life and the planet.

“My body is mine, and I decide”: Feminist and

anticapitalist disobedience

Faced with the possible repeal of the Termination of Pregnancy and Sexual

and Reproductive Health Act of 2010, announced by the Spanish gov-

ernment in 2012, the movement responded with a call to feminist dis-

obedience, with actions like human chains and processions of insubordi-

6 In the March 29 general strike against the labor reform, assemblies linked to the May 15

movement like Setas Feministas in Sevilla ðSetas Feministas 2012aÞ, Feminismos Sol in Ma-

drid ðFeminismos 2012cÞ, and Feministes Indignades in Barcelona ðFeministes Indignades

2012fÞ supported the caregivers’ strike organized by the Feminist Assembly and the Platform

for the World March of Women in Bizkaia ðVida Solidaria 2012Þ, which proposed to make

domestic and care work visible by hanging aprons in the balconies and organized “care

commandos” and feminist pickets ðAgència 29 2012Þ in markets, squares, and school gates.

On May 1, the alternative demonstration in Barcelona included a bloc for the recognition of

reproductive labor ðFeministes Indignades 2012eÞ. Setas Feministas ð2012bÞ and Femin-

ismos Sol ðFeminismos 2012a, 2012bÞ called for another care strike on November 14, in

which different organizations joined in ðsee Agudo 2012Þ. In Barcelona, a Feminist Assembly

for the General, Social, Consumption, and Care Strike was constituted, gathering women,

lesbians, and trans activists as individuals or as part of groups like Dones Llibertàries, the

Confederación Genderal del Trabajo ðGeneral Workers ConfederationÞ, Feministes Indig-

nades ð2012bÞ, and Gatamaula, and called for feminist pickets, which organized a fembloc

ðRomera 2012Þ and an expropriation of needed goods in a supermarket against the high cost

of living ðsee 15Mbcn 2012Þ.
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nate pussies, free tits, and rebel bodies that have seized the streets and

social networks in defense of the right to choose, which was included

among the unitary claims of May 15 in 2012 and 2013 in Catalonia.7 On

May 16, a feminist escrache in front of the Partido Popular headquarters in

twenty-eight Spanish cities marked the beginning of the campaign of ac-

tive disobedience against the government’s anti-election offensive: in Val-

ladolid and Madrid, the police harassed the women protesting at the home

of the Minister of Justice, Alberto Ruiz Gallardón, architect of the coun-

terreform of the abortion law.8 The police called the women “sluts” and

told them to go back home to scrub, while they beat and detained some

men, whose arrest made headlines the next day in several mainstreammedia

outlets. The invisibility of women in media, even in feminist struggles, is

another bone of contention of feminisms. Even though women play a very

important role in all the struggles and tides, media omit them. In 2013, two

years after the May 15 outbreak, the independent and leftist media re-

ported on the different struggles of the movement ðincluding its support

for the right to choose and for a broad spectrum of labor rightsÞ without
ever mentioning the feminist commissions: only one of them mentioned

the violet tide, one of the many protests and articulations among femin-

isms in the mobilization against the austericide ðGrenzner 2013Þ.
As part of their defense of the right to control one’s own body, indig-

nant feminist assemblies have joined in the struggle for the depathologi-

zation of trans identities, and they support the international mobilizations

of October Trans, which fights for the withdrawal of transsexuality from

7 Coños insumisos ðinsubordinate pussiesÞ is a play on the term insumiso, which is usually

used in a military context to refer to people who refuse to perform either the compulsory

military service or the substitute community service. It is also used to refer to people who

refuse to pay some taxes ðusually those that are dedicated to military expendituresÞ. ½Trans-
lator � These acts of feminist civil disobedience included a human chain for the right to abor-

tion, free from restrictions and free of charge, in front of the government delegation in

Barcelona on May 9, 2012 ðFeministes Indignades 2012aÞ, a unitary march of the Catalan

Campaign for the Right to Abortion Free from Restrictions and Free of Charge on the oc-

casion of September 28, the International Day for the Decriminalization of Abortion in Bar-

celona, or the Encounter for the Right to Abortion of Feminismos Sol in Madrid, or the

Procession of the Saint Chumino Rebel in Malaga in 2013.
8 The escrache ða protest staged at the home of an officialÞ was popularized in the after-

math of the Dirty War in Argentina, when activists banded together at the homes of the doc-

tors who had collaborated in the stealing of children—sons and daughters of the victims of

reprisal, torture, and murder—during the dictatorship of Jorge Videla. This method was first

used by the organization HIJOS ðSons and Daughters for Identity and Justice against Obliv-

ion and SilenceÞ at the end of the 1980s. Its immediate precedent was the struggle of the

German activist Beate Klasferld and her husband against former Nazi officials in the 1970s

ðGascó and Cúneo 2013Þ.
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medical manuals.9 In addition, as Laura Corcuera ð2012Þ has noted, the cuts
affect the health care of the approximately ten thousand transsexual and

transgender people living in Spain.

“If you touch one of us, you touch us all”

Finally, the indignant feminisms have denounced the multiple violences

they confront, dismantling paternalistic and androcentric stereotypes: claim-

ing feminist self-defense in the face of the sexist and racist aggressions that

have occurred in protest camps ðaggressions against migrants, sexual harass-

ment of women; see Feministes Indignades 2011Þ, and all expressions of

misogynist violence ðmicrosexisms, invisibilization, criticism, underestima-

tion of women, arrogant and pretentious attitudes, negation of feminist

spaces and vindicationsÞ, and practicing solidarity and mutual support in

the face of rising institutional, police, and judiciary violence.10 One month

after a projectile from the Mossos d’Esquadra ðthe autonomous Catalan

policeÞ struck and took out one of Ester Quintana’s eyes in Barcelona

during the general strike of November 2012, hundreds of feminists joined

the Ojo con tu Ojo ðKeep an eye on your eyeÞ campaign, stopping traffic

with one eye covered and forming the phrase “Stop Rubber Bullets: Ester

You Are Not Alone” with letters on their bodies.11

The feminist assemblies, commissions, groups, and interventions de-

ploy strategies to empower themselves against fear and institutional vio-

lence; to care for one another from a perspective based on diversity, inclu-

siveness, and interdependence; and to ensure the personal and collective

sustainability of the struggle and of life—with love, humor, wit, respect, re-

silience, and other weapons of mass construction inherited from centuries

of feminine and feminist struggle.

Barcelona, Spain
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On Sluts, Teachers, and Black Blocs: The Street and the

Construction of Political Dissent in Brazil

Amana Mattos

S ince June 2013, the streets of Brazil’s big cities have been filled with

countless demonstrations and marches for a wide range of demands.

The decisions to host the 2014 World Cup in Brazil and to hold the

2016 Olympic Games in Rio de Janeiro raised countless critiques among

the population regarding the way Brazilian cities and the country itself are

being governed and the insufficient investments in public health, educa-

tion, and transportation. In 2013, the main demands of the protests were
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